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Abstract—Users in video-sharing social networks actively interact with each other, and it is of critical importance to model
user behavior and analyze the impact of human factors on video
sharing systems. In video-sharing social networks, users have
access to extra resources from their peers, and they also contribute
their own resources to help others. Each user wants to maximize
his/her own payoff, and they negotiate with each other to achieve
fairness and address this conflict. However, some selfish users
may cheat to their peers and manipulate the system to maximize
their own payoffs, and cheat prevention is a critical requirement
in many social networks to stimulate user cooperation. It is of
ample importance to design monitoring mechanisms to detect and
identify misbehaving users, and to design cheat-proof cooperation
stimulation strategies. Using video fingerprinting as an example,
this paper analyzes the complex dynamics among colluders during
multiuser collusion, and explores possible monitoring mechanisms
to detect and identify misbehaving colluders in multiuser collusion.
We consider two types of colluder networks: one has a centralized
structure with a trusted ringleader, and the other is a distributed
peer-structured network. We investigate the impact of network
structures on misbehavior detection and identification, propose
different selfish colluder identification schemes for different colluder networks, and analyze their performance. We show that the
proposed schemes can accurately identify selfish colluders without
falsely accusing others even under attacks. We also evaluate their
robustness against framing attacks and quantify the maximum
number of framing colluders that they can resist.
Index Terms—Msbehavior detection and identification, multimedia fingerprinting, social network structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N the past decades, advances in communication, networking and multimedia have led to the proliferation
of multimedia applications. We witness the emergence of
large-scale multimedia social network communities (for example, Napster, YouTube, CoolStreaming, and PPLive), where
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millions of users form a distributed infrastructure to share multimedia content [1]–[3]. A critical issue in multimedia social
networks is to understand the user dynamics that influence
human’s behavior and analyze the impact of human factors
on multimedia systems [4], [5]. This investigation provides
fundamental guidelines to the systematic design of multimedia
systems and helps develop better technologies to offer secure
and personalized services. The area of human and social dynamics has recently been identified by U.S. National Science
Foundation as one of its five priority areas, which also shows
the importance of this emerging interdisciplinary research area.
This paper analyzes the complex user dynamics in videosharing social networks, where users cooperate with each other
to share videos. Cooperation enables users to access extra resources from their peers and thus receiving higher payoffs, while
each user also needs to contribute his or her own resource to help
others. Each user wants to maximize his or her own payoff, and
different users have different objectives. To address this conflict,
users negotiate with each other and achieve fairness. However,
some users might be selfish and wish to consume others’ resources without contributing their own. Recent studies showed
that it is easy for users to cheat and manipulate the system to further increase their payoffs in many online social networks, for
example, peer-to-peer file sharing [6], peer-to-peer gaming [7],
visual cryptography for secret sharing [8], etc. Therefore, cheat
prevention is a fundamental requirement to achieve user cooperation in multimedia social networks. To analyze user dynamics
in social networks containing selfish users, the first step is to
study strategies that selfish users can use to cheat, and then design monitoring mechanisms to detect and identify misbehaving
users. Such a monitoring mechanism facilitates the design of
cheat-proof strategies, which makes non-cooperation non-profitable and thus unattractive to selfish users. This paper studies
human dynamics in video fingerprinting, analyzes the cheating
behavior in video fingerprinting, and explores monitoring mechanisms that may be used to detect and identify misbehaving
users.
Video fingerprinting labels each distributed video copy with
the corresponding user’s ID, and this embedded “fingerprint”
provides forensic tools for the content owner to track the distribution of video data and identify the source of illicit copies
[9]–[12]. However, the uniqueness of each distributed copy also
enables a group of colluders to collectively and effectively attenuate the embedded fingerprints [13]–[15]. During collusion,
colluders share the reward from the illegal usage of multimedia
as well as the risk of being detected by the digital rights enforcer.
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Each colluder wishes to distribute the risk and the reward in a
way that favors him or her the most, and a critical issue during
collusion is to achieve fairness.
To achieve fair collusion, colluders are required to provide
one another correct information about their fingerprinted copies.
Then, they adjust the collusion parameters accordingly to distribute the risk evenly among them. However, some selfish colluders may wish to profit from multiuser collusion while taking
no risk. To further reduce their own probability of being detected by the digital rights enforcer, they can process their received copies before multiuser collusion, and use the processed
copies, instead of the originally received ones, during collusion
[16]. Precollusion processing reduces the selfish colluders’ relative risk with respect to their fellow colluders, and in some scenarios, it may even increase other colluders’ probability of being
detected [16]. To protect their own interest, colluders must examine all fingerprinted copies before collusion, detect and identify selfish colluders, and exclude them from collusion. Accurate and secure selfish colluder detection and identification can
force all colluders to keep their fair-play agreement and build
trust among colluders, and is an important part of multiuser collusion.
In this paper, we explore possible strategies to detect and
identify selfish colluders, investigate the impact of network
structures on misbehavior detection and identification, and
analyze the performance of the proposed schemes. Addressing
different structures in different social networks, we first consider a centralized social network with a trusted ringleader
and investigate misbehavior detection with the trusted ringleader’s help. We then consider the peer-structured social
networks where all colluders take the same role, and examine
autonomous selfish colluder identification. From video fingerprinting perspective, the work in [17] showed that probing
and utilizing side information about how attackers collude enables the fingerprint detector to adaptively adjust the detection
strategy and significantly improves the collusion resistance. As
an important part of multiuser collusion, such an investigation
on colluder dynamics helps us have a better understanding
of the collusion attack, and provides important guidelines on
collusion-resistant fingerprinting system design. From human
behavior modeling perspective, it provides a case study of misbehavior detection and identification in video fingerprinting,
analyzes how network structures affect the performance of
social networks, and gives important insights for the design
of cheat-proof cooperation strategies in other video social
networks. To our knowledge, this is the first work that studies
misbehavior detection in multiuser collusion and analyzes the
impact of colluder network structures on collusion attacks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin
in Section II with the introduction of video fingerprinting
systems and the formulation of colluder behavior dynamics. In
Section III, we consider a centralized colluder social network
with a trusted ringleader and explore how this trusted ringleader can help detect selfish colluders. Section IV investigates
autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification in distributed peer-structured colluder social networks. Conclusions
are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Video Fingerprinting Systems
In this paper, we consider spread spectrum embedding,
which has been widely used in multimedia fingerprinting
systems due to its robustness against many single-copy attacks
[18]. In additive spread spectrum embedding for video applications, for the th frame in the video sequence represented
of length
, the content owner generates a
by a vector
of length
for each user
in the
unique fingerprint
is
system. The fingerprinted copy that is distributed to
. Here,
is the just-noticeable-difference from human visual models [18] to control the
energy of the embedded fingerprints. Finally, the content owner
the fingerprinted frames
. In
transmits to each user
this paper, we assume that the total number of users is much
smaller than the length of the embedded fingerprints, and
consider orthogonal fingerprint modulation [10], [19], where
fingerprints for different users are orthogonal to each other and
have equal energy.1 To resist intra-content collusion attacks
on video watermarking [20]–[22], in each fingerprinted copy,
fingerprints embedded in adjacent frames are correlated with
each other.
During collusion, the colluders collect all the fingerprinted
copies that they received, apply the multi-user collusion function to these copies, and generate a new copy in which the originally embedded fingerprints are removed or attenuated. For
example, a simple average of all the fingerprinted copies reduces the energy of each contributing fingerprint and, therefore,
lowers the colluders’ probability of being detected. Another important class of collusion attack is based on operations as taking
the minimum, maximum and median of corresponding components of the fingerprinted signals [13]. A recent investigation
in [19] showed that, with orthogonal fingerprint modulation,
under the constraints that the colluded copies from different
collusion attacks have the same perceptual quality, the performance of nonlinear collusion attacks is similar to that of the averaging attack. After multiuser collusion, colluders can apply
other single-copy attacks (for example, low-pass filtering, compression, etc.) to further hinder the fingerprint detection process.
Once the content owner discovers the existence of an illegal
copy in the market, for each frame in the colluded copy, the
detector first extracts the fingerprint from the test copy. Then,
the detector calculates the correlation-based detection statistics
[10], [19], which is widely used in the literature to measure the
similarity between the extracted fingerprint and the original fingerprint. Finally, the detector compares the detection statistics
with a predetermined threshold, and outputs the estimated identities of the colluders.
1Another important class of multimedia fingerprinting is the coded fingerprint
modulation, where fingerprints assigned to different users are correlated with
each other [10], [12]. In this paper, we use orthogonal fingerprint modulation as
an example to study how to detect precollusion processing and identify selfish
colluders in multiuser collusion. We plan to investigate in the future the cheating
behavior and the misbehavior detection in multiuser collusion with coded fingerprint modulation.
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B. Behavior Dynamics in Colluder Social Networks
Colluders share the reward from unauthorized usage of video
content as well as the risk of being detected by the fingerprint
detector. They prefer to reach an agreement regarding how to
distribute the risk and the reward rather than abstain from doing
so since colluding with others helps reduce his or her risk of
being detected. However, each colluder prefers the agreement
that favors him or her most. To address the conflicting objectives, colluders usually apply fair collusion and let all colluders
have the same probability of being detected. To achieve fairness,
all colluders are required to provide correct information about
their received fingerprinted copies. Then, they adjust the collusion attacks accordingly.
1) Cheating Behavior in Multiuser Collusion: Most prior
work assumed that all colluders keep their agreement of fair
collusion, which may not always hold in reality. There might
exist some selfish colluders who wish to take no risk while still
profiting from collusion. For a selfish colluder to further reduce
his/her own risk, one possible solution is to attenuate the energy
of the fingerprint embedded in his/her received copy even before
multiuser collusion. An example is to explore the redundancy in
and the correlation between neighboring samples in multimedia
data, and replace each segment of the fingerprinted signal with
another, seemingly similar segment from different regions of the
content. As an example, temporal filtering was used in [16] to
process the fingerprinted video before collusion.
In [16], given the received fingerprinted frames
, the selfish colluder
can use linear
interpolation to produce a temporally filtered video [16]. For
linearly combines
each frame in the video sequence,
the current frame
, the previous frame
and the next
, and generates
frame
(1)
. Motion-based interpolation [23], [24] can
where
, and the analysis will be
be used to improve the quality of
selects the pasimilar to that in [16]. The selfish colluder
to minimize his/her chance of being detected under
rameter
the constraint that the newly generated frame has small perceptual distortion when compared with the originally received one.
The work in [16] also investigated other possible techniques
for selfish colluders to further reduce their own risk of being
detected, for example, changing the resolution of their fingerprinted copies. It was shown in [16] that such a selfish behavior
reduces the selfish colluders’ own probability of being detected
and makes other colluders take a relatively larger chance of
being captured than the selfish colluders. In some scenarios, precollusion processing may also increase other colluders’ absolute
risk, i.e., their probability of being detected [16]. In these scenarios, precollusion processing is not only selfish but also malicious.
2) Misbehavior Detection and Identification: The existence
of selfish colluders complicates multiuser collusion. No colluder
knows what others have done to their fingerprinted copies and
how it will affect his/her own probability of being detected. To
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continue collusion, colluders must detect and identify selfish behavior, force everyone to keep their fair-play agreement, and
establish trust among themselves. In this paper, using temporal
filtering as an example, we explore possible strategies to accurately detect precollusion processing and identify selfish colluders.
as the set containing the indices of all colluders.
Define
includes all selfish colluders, and
The set
is the set with the indices of all honest colluders who
be the th frame
do not apply precollusion processing. Let
. For honest colluders
and
, we have
from colluder
and
(2)
(Here, we drop the term JND to simplify the notations.) For a
selfish colluder

where

and

(3)
From (3), temporal filtering not only averages fingerprints embedded in adjacent frames and attenuates their energies, it also
filters neighboring frames in the host signal and introduces extra
.
distortion
and
, define
For the th fingerprinted frames from
. Since
and
are orthogonal to each other, from (2) and (3), we have

and

where

(4)
can be approximated
For honest colluders and
by the summation of the energies of the two embedded fingerprints
and
. For the honest colluder and the
selfish colluder , in addition to the summation of
and
also includes the additional distortion
introduced by temporal filtering in (1). Therefore,
has a much larger value than
. For a given
and
video sequence, from (4), the difference between
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is more obvious when
takes a smaller value. In adtakes a larger value when the scene
dition,
of the host video sequence changes fast and the difference between adjacent frames is larger. This observation suggests that
can help honest colluders detect precollusion processing and identify selfish colluders.
Note that before a colluder decides with whom to collude,
he/she is unwilling to give others his/her received fingerprinted
copy that contains his/her identification information. Therefore,
selfish colluder detection and identification must prevent attackers from accessing the fingerprinted coefficients in others’
copies. To meet this antiframing requirement in selfish colluder
detection and identification, all fingerprinted copies must be
encrypted appropriately during this selfish behavior detection
process.
In this paper, we investigate how colluders can securely calcu, explore techniques for honest colluders to acculate
rately identify selfish colluders, and analyze their performance.
Note that different structures of social networks result in different strategies to detect and identify misbehaving users. Some
social networks have a centralized structure where there are one
or more entities whom all users trust and who can facilitate interaction among users. For example, the first generation peer-topeer file-sharing networks (for example, the Napster music filesharing system) used a set of central servers to provide content
indexing and search services [2]. Although these servers cannot
enforce user cooperation, they can help monitor users’ behavior.
Other media-sharing social networks have a distributed structure and a flat topology where users take the same role, for example, Gnutella and Chord [2]. There, users have to monitor
other users and identify misbehavior themselves.
Addressing different network structures, in this paper, we first
consider a centralized social structure where there is a ringleader whom all colluders trust. We investigate how the trusted
ringleader can help detect precollusion processing and identify selfish colluders. We then consider the distributed peer social structure of the colluder social networks, and study the autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification, in which
attackers help each other detect selfish behavior and identify
selfish colluders. In this paper, we consider the scenario where
there are only a few selfish colluders and most colluders honestly report private information of their fingerprinted copies to
others. We investigate how honest colluders can collaborate with
each other to accurately identify misbehaving users and analyze
its performance. Furthermore, we consider the scenario where
colluders have sufficient time to detect selfish colluders and generate the colluded copy, and assume that they have sufficient
bandwidth to exchange fingerprinted copies with each other.
C. Performance Criteria
The selfish colluder detection and identification process aims
to accurately identify all selfish colluders without falsely accusing any others. To measure the performance of the selfish
colluder detection and identification algorithm, we consider two
types of detection errors and use the following criteria:
•
: the rate that an honest colluder misses a selfish colluder during detection;

: the rate that an honest colluder falsely accuses another
honest colluder as a selfish colluder.
To evaluate the antiframing performance of the proposed
scheme, assume that the fingerprinted frame that colluder
receives is
, where
is the th component in
, and
is of length
. During the selfish colluder detection and identification
process, without proper encryption, it is possible that another
can access some of the fingerprinted coefficients
colluder
. Assume that
includes
in
the indices of all the fingerprinted coefficients in
that
•

can access, and define
. If
, then
can generate a new copy
of high quality that does not contain any information of his/her
can use
to frame other colluders
own fingerprint, and
in
.
To evaluate the resistance of the proposed algorithms to
framing attacks, we define

(5)
where
returns the statistical mean of , and
is the size
of the set . A smaller indicates that the selfish colluder detection and identification process is more robust against framing
attacks.

III. CENTRALIZED COLLUDER SOCIAL NETWORKS
WITH TRUSTED RINGLEADERS
In this section, we consider a centralized colluder social network where there is a trusted ringleader, and we study how to
detect and identify selfish colluders there. All colluders believe
that the trusted ringleader will not give their fingerprinted copies
to others; the ringleader himself will not frame any colluders;
and the ringleader will not modify the selfish colluder detection
and identification results.
first generates
To identify selfish colluders, each colluder
a secret key
shared with the ringleader
only, encrypts
to prevent others’ eaveshis/her fingerprinted copy with
dropping of the communication, and transmits the encrypted
is known to
and only, no one
version to . Since
but
and can decrypt the transmitted bit stream, and other
colluders cannot access the fingerprinted coefficients. After receiving and decrypting the transmitted bit streams from all colluders, the ringleader examines these fingerprinted copies and
helps detect and identify selfish colluders. Finally, colluders exclude those identified selfish colluders from multiuser collusion.
In this paper, we consider the scenario where colluders receive fingerprinted copies of the same quality (SNR). When they
receive fingerprinted copies of different quality due to network
heterogeneity and dynamically changing channel conditions, a
challenging issue is to differentiate the scenario where the colluder intentionally changed his/her received fingerprinted copy
from another one where this copy was transmitted through severely congested and erroneous networks. In our future work,
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we plan to investigate selfish colluder detection and identification when colluders receive fingerprinted copies of different
quality.
A. Detection of Temporal-Interpolation-Based Precollusion
Processing
Following the discussion in Section II-B2, in this paper, we
to detect precollusion processing and identify
use
selfish colluders. Fig. 1 shows an example of the histogram of
for the second frame in sequence carphone.
Other frames and other sequences give the same trend. In our
simulations, we adopt the human visual model based spread
spectrum embedding [18] and embed fingerprints in the DCT
domain. Fingerprints are generated from Gaussian distribution
with
. During collusion, we assume that
colluders and
is the set conthere are a total of
taining their indices.
In Fig. 1(a), there are no selfish colluders and all colluders
provide one another correct information of their fingerprinted
who apcopies. In Fig. 1(b), there is one selfish colluder
plies temporal filtering before collusion. During precollusion
selects the parameter
to generate
processing,
with peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of
a new frame
.
40 dB when compared with the originally received one
and
, who
In Fig. 1(c), there are two selfish colluders,
process their fingerprinted copies independently and impose difuses (1)
ferent fidelity constraints. Same as in Fig. 1(b),
to generate a new frame
of 40 dB. During precollusion
selects the parameter
such that
processing,
has PSNR of 45 dB. From Fig. 1, when all
the new copy
colluders give each other correct information about their fingerare from the same distribution
printed signals,
with a single mean. If some selfish colluders process their finare from
gerprinted copies before collusion,
different distributions with distinct means.
Let us define
and
. From
and
(4), the distance between
depends on the selected parameter
as well as the host video
sequence. In Fig. 1(c), the sample means of

u



u

:
i SC ;



:

, and
are 4.7, 10.8, and 6.7, respectively. Thus, the difference between
and
is larger when the selfish colluders select
of smaller values. We also consider video sequences of
different characteristics: “carphone” that has moderate motion
and “flower” whose scene changes very fast. Fig. 2 shows
. Here,
in (1) is fixed as 0.7.
the histogram of
has a sample mean of 4.7 and
In Fig. 2(a),
has a sample mean of 8.2. In Fig. 2(b), the
and
are 15.8
sample means of
and 108.2, respectively. Comparing Fig. 2(b) with Fig. 2(a),
and
are separated further away
from each other when the scene changes fast (for example, in
is larger.
sequence flower) since the norm
The above analysis suggests that the histogram of
can be used to determine the existence of selfish colluders.
The ringleader
calculates
for every pair of coland broadcasts
to all colluders. If
luders
are from the same distribution with a single mean,
then all colluders keep their fair-collusion agreement and there
are from two or more
are no selfish colluders. If
distributions with different means, there exists at least one
selfish colluder who applies precollusion processing.
and
In the above examples,
do not overlap, which enables honest colluders to easily
detect the existence of selfish attackers. We now consider
and
the scenario where
overlap. Let
and
be the largest and
and
,
the smallest values in
respectively. Given the total number of colluders , we define
the overlap ratio as

(6)
is the indicator function and the denominator is the
where
total number of colluder pairs. The two distributions overlap by
a larger ratio when takes a larger value, and the two distri, that is,
butions do not overlap if
.
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Fig. 2. Histogram of f ( )g
. (a) the second frame in sequence carphone. The length of the embedded fingerprint is 4179. (b) The second frame in
is the only selfish colluder. Here,
selects
sequence flower. The fingerprint is of length 23 010. Assume that there are a total of 150 colluders and
= 0 7 in (1).



:

D k; l

u

Fig. 3. Histogram of f ( )g
for the second frame in sequence carphone with overlapping
there are ten selfish colluders who process their copies independently. (a) = 20%. (b) = 75%.

c

We use the second frame in sequence carphone as an example, and assume that 10 colluders out of 150 colluders are
selfish and process their fingerprinted copies independently
before collusion. We observe a similar trend for other frames
and other parameters. We intentionally move the two disand
and let them
tributions
overlap. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the resulting histograms of
when
and
overlap by 20% and 75%, respectively. From Fig. 3, we
when
can still observe the bimodality of
takes a small value. When
%
and
merge together, which prevents the detection
can
of selfish behavior. Thus, the bimodality of
help detect the existence of precollusion processing when the
and
does not
overlap between
exceed 75%.
B. Identification of Selfish Colluders
from the ringAfter receiving the broadcasted
leader, colluders examine the histogram plot of
to determine the existence of selfish colluders. Further
identification of selfish colluders requires detailed exami, in particular,
. For each
nation of

c

SC ;SC

(

u

) and

SC ; SC ). KC = 150, and

(

, the two corresponding colluders,
and
, are in different subgroups: one belongs to
and the other is a selfish colluder in
. Thus, analysis of
each individual
in
can help separate
into two subgroups and, therefore, enables selfish colluder
identification.
To identify selfish colluders, a simple solution is to exand use a threshold
amine the histogram of all
from
. However,
to separate
change from sequence to sequence,
the values of
and
may overlap. Thus,
and
the thresholding-based method may introduce errors and thus
affect the accuracy of the identification algorithm. To address
gives higher
this issue, from Fig. 3, a larger value of
is in
and that the two
confidence that
corresponding colluders,
and
, belong to different
subgroups. Thus, our proposed algorithm starts with
that has the largest value (thus gives the detector the highest
confidence) and determines which of the corresponding two
.
colluders is selfish. Then, it moves to the next largest
has been
It repeats this procedure until every colluder in
identified either as a selfish colluder or an honest colluder.
, our proposed algorithm
Thus, instead of using all
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only uses those that give higher confidence to accurately
and
identify selfish colluders even when
overlap.
In addition, given
, even if
and
do not overlap, the ringleader can only separate
colluders into two subgroups, while he/she cannot tell which
contains the honest colluders. Instead, an honest colluder knows
, and given a
and the two correthat he/she is in
and
, he/she can immediately detersponding colluders
mine the subgroups that they are in. Therefore, in our proposed
algorithm, the honest colluders themselves (instead of the ringleader) identify selfish colluders.

Algorithm 1 gives the details of how
in
identifies
colluders whose indices are
selfish colluders. For a total of
.
Colluder
sets
when he/she detects that
is
if
believes that
is an
a selfish colluder, and
includes the
honest colluder. The set
has identified which subgroups
indices of all colluders that
they belong to in the previous rounds.
first initializes
to an undetermined status
Colluder
and sets
to 0 since he/she is in subgroup
. Then,
examines every
and starts with the largest
one. Given a
first checks if he/she has determined
and
in the previous rounds.
the values of
and
have been decided,
moves
• If both
.
to the next largest
• If one of them is set to either 0 or 1 while the other is still
, without loss of generality,
undetermined with value
has been determined previously, then
assume that
sets
.
• If
is unable to determine either
or
in
the previous rounds, he/she then compares the values of
and
. Without loss of generality, assume
. In this scenario, compared with
that
is more likely to be a selfish colluder. Thus,
sets
and
.
repeats the above process and stops when
Colluder
and all the components in
have been set to either 0 or
1. Algorithm 1 outputs

, which is

the set containing the indices of all colluders whom
as selfish colluders.
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detects

C. Selfish Colluder Detection and Identification and
Performance Evaluation
1) Selfish Colluder Detection and Identification: To summarize, if the colluders’ social network has a centralized structure
with a trusted ringleader, the key steps in the selfish colluder detection and identification process are: for each frame :
first generates a
Step 1) Encryption: Each colluder
secret key
shared with the ringleader only,
, and
encrypt his/her fingerprinted copy with
transmits the encrypted copy to the ringleader.
: After decrypting the bit
Step 2) Calculation of
streams received from all colluders, the ringfor each pair of colleader calculates
. The ringleader then broadcasts
luders
to all colluders, together with his/her
digital signature [25].
Step 3) Detection of Precollusion Processing: Colluders in
first examine the histogram of
to detect
are from the same
precollusion processing. If
distribution with a single mean, then there are no
selfish colluders, and the colluders skip Step 4 and
are from two or
collude with each other. If
more distributions with different means, there is at
least one selfish colluder and honest colluders go to
Step 4 to identify selfish colluders.
Step 4) Selfish Colluder Identification: If Step 3 detects
the existence of selfish colluders, each honest colapplies Algorithm 1 to estimate the
luder in
identities of the selfish colluders.
2) Performance Evaluation: In the above selfish colluder detection and identification process, all the fingerprinted copies
are encrypted during transmission. For each copy, only the corresponding user and the trusted ringleader can access the fingerprinted coefficients, while other colluders do not have the
decryption key and cannot decrypt the transmitted bit stream.
and the selfish colluder detection and identiTherefore,
fication process is robust against framing attacks.
To evaluate the detection performance of the proposed algorithm, we select three typical video sequences, “miss america,”
“carphone,” and “flower,” and test on the first ten frames in each
sequence as an example. Other frames and other sequences
give the same result. The simulation setup is the same as
that in Section III-A. Orthogonal fingerprints are generated
with
. In
from Gaussian distribution
each fingerprinted copy, fingerprints that are embedded into
neighboring frames are correlated with each other, depending
on the similarity between the host frames. Human visual
model-based spread spectrum embedding [18] is applied to
embed fingerprints into the host signal. We assume that the total
number of colluders is 150. There are ten selfish colluders and
each processes his/her fingerprinted copy independently before
collusion. Among the ten selfish colluders, five of them select
in (1) to generate new frames with PSNR of
the parameter
40 dB, and the other five selfish colluders generate new frames
with PSNR of 45 dB.
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A. Selfish Colluder Detection and Identification Without a
Trusted Ringleader

Fig. 4. Performance of the selfish colluder identification algorithm with overlapping (SC ; SC ) and (SC ; SC ). KC = 150.

For each frame in every sequence, we run 1000 simulation
runs to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. In all
our simulation runs, Algorithm 1 accurately identifies all selfish
without falsely accusing any honest colluder
colluders in
as selfish, and the proposed selfish colluder detection and identification algorithm does not make either type of detection errors.
This is because, temporal filtering in (1) not only averages fingerprints embedded in adjacent frames and reduces the selfish
colluder’s risk, it also filters adjacent host frames and introduces extra distortion into the host signal. This extra distortion
and
makes the two distributions,
in Fig. 1 separate from each other, and it enables the proposed algorithm to correctly identify the selfish colluders without falsely
accusing any others.
and
We then consider the scenario where
overlap with each other, and Fig. 4 shows the
simulation results of the proposed algorithm. We use the second
frame of carphone as an example, and assume that there are ten
selfish colluders who process their copies independently. We
observe the same trend for other frames and other parameters.
%, since in those
In Fig. 4, we stop the simulations when
and
merge together
scenarios,
cannot be observed. From
and the bimodality of
Fig. 4, the miss detection rate is below 0.5% and the false alarm
rate does not exceed 3.5%, and our proposed algorithm can
accurately identify selfish colluders even if the two distributions
overlap.

Without a trusted ringleader, the challenge is to accurately
while still protecting the secrecy of
calculate
the fingerprinted coefficients. In this section, we will first
for a given pair of colluders
study how to calculate
without a trusted ringleader. Then, we will investigate autonomous selfish colluder identification for a group of
colluders.
: For each pair of colluders
1) Calculation of
, assume that
and
are the fingerprinted
and
, respectively. Colluder
and
copies from
cannot calculate
themselves, since it will leak the
and
to each other and
fingerprinted coefficients in
violate the anti-framing requirement. Thus, without a trusted
to help them.
ringleader, they have to find a third colluder
from accessing the fingerprinted coefficients
To prevent
and
should process their fingerin these two copies,
printed copies first, and let
calculate
from the
processed copies.
as the function that
and
use to process
Define
their copies, and let
and
be the processed copies of
and
, respectively. To enable
to calculate
from
and
, it is required that
does not change the
MSE between these two copies and

(7)
In addition, it is required that given
and
cannot
estimate the fingerprinted coefficients in
and
.
In this paper, we use a simple component-wise addition-based
method to process
and
. Other methods that protect
the fingerprinted coefficients and satisfy (7) (for example, the
isometry rotation and the permutation-complement-based enand
cryption [26]) can also be applied. Assume that
are of length . Given a key
shared by
and
only,
they use
as the seed of the pseudo random number generator and generate a random sequence
of length
. The
components in
are independent and identically dis. Then,
tributed (i.i.d.) and uniformly distributed in
and
add
to their fingerprinted copies component by
component, and calculate
and

IV. DISTRIBUTED PEER-STRUCTURED COLLUDER
SOCIAL NETWORKS
When there is not such a trusted ringleader, colluders form
a peer-structured social network and they help each other detect and identify selfish colluders. In this section, we consider
the scenario where there are only a few selfish colluders, and
study autonomous selfish colluder identification. We also address potential attacks on the proposed autonomous identification scheme, and analyze its attack resistance.

(8)
respectively. Thus,
, and (7) is satisfied. To hide information of the embedded fingerprints, colluders should select a
large and let the random sequence
have large amplitude.
denote the encryption of message with key
Let
. As shown in Fig. 5, to calculate
:
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D k; l
D k;l
X
K

u is selected to
X;K g denotes the

Fig. 5. Calculation of ( ) without a trusted ringleader.
and
calculate ( ). The notation Encf
help
encryption of message
using key .

u

u

• colluder
and
first generate a secret key
.
generates a secret key
shared with
Then,
only, and
is a key shared by
and
.
• Colluder
first processes his/her fingerprinted copy
using (8), then encrypts it with key
to protect
. (Similar to the
the fingerprinted coefficients in
scenario with a trusted ringleader, encryption here is only
used to secure communications between two parties and
to prevent eavesdropping, and it will not affect the later
steps in selfish colluder identification as well as multransmits the encrypted copy
tiuser collusion.) Then,
to
.
repeats the same
process.
• Colluder
calculates
, and broadcasts
together with
his/her digital signature.
2) Autonomous Detection and Identification of Selfish Colluders: To extend the above algorithm to a group of colluders,
for each frame in the video sequence:
• Colluders randomly divide themselves into two suband
, where
and
groups
.2 Colluders in
randomly select an assistant
to help colluders in
calculate
. Similarly,
is
calculate
randomly selected to help colluders in
.
• Assume that
is a key that is shared by colluders
. Each colluder
in
generates a secret
in
shared with the selected assistant
.
key
uses (8) to process his/her fingerprinted copy
Then,
and generates
. Then,
encrypts
his/her copy with key
and transmits the encrypted
version
to the selected asin
. Colluders in
follow the same
sistant
procedure, process and encrypt their fingerprinted copies,
in
.
and transmit them to the selected assistant
• After decrypting the bit streams received from all col, for each pair of colluders
in
luders in
subgroup
, the selected assistant
calculates
. Then,
broadcasts
to colluders in
,
together with his/her digital signature. Note that
only
where both and are in subgroup
calculates
2We use 2 subgroups as an example, and the proposed algorithm can be easily
extended to scenarios with more than two subgroups.
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. The selected assistant
in subgroup
repeats the same process to help colluders in
calculate
for all
.
• Given
, colluders in
apply the same
method as in Section III.C.1 to detect and identify selfish
. Similarly, colluders in
examine
colluders in
and identify selfish colluders in
.
Finally, honest colluders combine the detection results from all
frames in the sequence, and exclude those identified selfish colluders from collusion.
B. Performance of the Autonomous Selfish Colluder Detection
and Identification Scheme
In this section, we investigate how selfish colluders can actively attack the proposed algorithm and manipulate the detection results in order to avoid being detected. We also propose
techniques to ensure accurate identification of selfish colluders
even under such attacks. Here, we consider the scenario where
there are only a limited number of selfish colluders. We assume
that if honest colluders are selected as assistants to help calcu, they will give others correct values of
.
late
1) A Group of Selfish Colluders: The performance of the proposed selfish colluder detection and identification algorithm de. If all the selected aspends on the correctness of
sistants give the other colluders correct values of
,
the above autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification scheme has the same performance as that in Section III-C2,
and honest colluders can correctly identify selfish colluders in
without falsely accusing others. However, during the autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification process,
it is possible that two or more selfish colluders collaborate with
each other to change the detection results. Fig. 6 shows an example.
In Fig. 6, the simulation setup is the same as that in Fig. 1(b).
and
,
We assume that there are two selfish colluders
and they are in different subgroups during the autonomous
selfish colluder detection and identification process. Without
and
. In
loss of generality, assume that
, there are
colluders and we assume that all the
do not process their received copies.
other 74 colluders in
,
Fig. 6(a) plots the unchanged histogram of
from which Algorithm 1 can correctly identify colluder
as a selfish colluder. If
is selected as the assistant to
calculate
can
help colluders in
modify the values of
and let them be from
the same distribution, for example, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Then,
as a selfish colluder and it
Algorithm 1 can not identify
can also
makes a miss-detection error. The selfish colluder
and let the histogram
change the values of
be the same as in Fig. 6(c). Here, Algorithm 1 not only misses
, it also falsely accuses another two
the real selfish colluder
and
. Using the same method,
honest colluders,
can also prevent colluders from detecting
’s precollusion
processing, or make them falsely accuse honest colluders as
selfish.
2) Multiple Assistants for Each Subgroup: To reduce the
probability that these selfish colluders can successfully change
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D k; l
:

SC
SC i
SC

i

Fig. 6. Histogram plots of f ~ ( )g
for the second frame in sequence carphone. There are 75 colluders in
, and one of them, colluder , applies
= 0 6031 before collusion. (a) Histogram of the unchanged f ( )g
.
=
nf g. Here, Algorithm 1 can
temporal filtering (1) with
. (b) Histogram of the manipulated f ( )g
. In this scenario, Algorithm 1 fails to detect the selfish colluder
correctly identify the selfish colluder
. (c) Histogram of the manipulated f ( )g
. Colluder
and
did not apply precollusion processing, but they are falsely accused by
=
nf
g.
Algorithm 1 to be selfish.

u



SC

u
D k; l
SC i ;i

u

the detection results, in each subgroup, a straightforward soluand use
tion is to select multiple assistants to calculate
majority vote when identifying selfish colluders.
For each frame , same as in Section IV-A2, the colluders
first randomly divide themselves into two non-overlapping suband
. To detect and identify selfish colluders in
groups
:
•
colluders are randomly selected from
to
, and
help calculate
contains their indices.
, colluders in
• For each selected assistant
follow Step 2 in Section IV-A2, process and encrypt
.
their fingerprinted copies, and transmit them to
in
follows
• Each selected assistant
Step 3 in Section IV-A2 to calculate
for all
,
together
and broadcasts the results to colluders in
’s digital signature.
with
• For every honest colluder
in
, given
received from the assistant
in
follows Step 4 in Section IV-A2,
examines the histogram of
, and
uses Algorithm 1 to detect and identify selfish colluders.
and for each
For every
sets
if Algorithm 1 identifies
as
a potential selfish colluder from
,
and
otherwise. Then
combines
the
detection results
and uses
is a selfish
majority vote to determine whether
colluder. If
believes
processed his/her copy before collusion and sets
that
.
otherwise.
.
The same procedure is used to identify selfish colluders in
To further improve the performance of the selfish colluder
should
detection and identification algorithm, colluders in
jointly consider the detection results from all frames in the video
sequence when making the final decision on the identities of the
selfish colluders.

D k;l
u

D k; l

For each frame in the video sequence, in Step 1 of the autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification, define
if and are in the same subgroup
otherwise
(9)
For every pair of colluders
, we further define
, which contains the indices of all
and
are assigned to the same subgroup.
frames where
, to determine whether
For an honest colluder
is the original copy that
received from the content owner,
jointly considers all the detection results
that he/she has, and considers
as a selfish colluder if the
is above a predetermined threshold
average of
.
then outputs the estimated selfish colluder set
(10)
A larger helps lower the false alarm rate at the cost of a higher
miss detection rate, and the selection of the parameter should
address the tradeoff between the false alarm and the miss detection rates.
3) Performance Analysis: In this section, to address the
unique issues in autonomous selfish colluder identification, we
investigate how such a group of selfish colluders can manipulate
the detection results and how it affects the performance of the
autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification. For
as the probability
each frame in the video sequence, define
that the group of selfish colluders can successfully manipulate
the detection results and intentionally let others make errors
when detecting selfish behavior. In this section, we first analyze
, and we then study how it affects the detection error rates.
a) Terminology Definition: Assume that there are a total of
colluders. For each frame , during the autonomous selfish
colluder detection and identification process, assume that the
and
are
and
number of colluders in subgroup
, respectively, with
.
is the
selected to help
set with the indices of the assistants in
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Fig. 7. An example to illustrate the terms defined in Section IV-B3a.
f ; ; ; g.
In this example, there are ten colluders and SC
SC
f ; ; ; ; g and SC
f ; ; ; ; g. SC
f ; ; g
contains the indices of the selfish colluders and KC
. Among these
three selfish colluders, colluders 1 and 2 are in SC and colluder 8 is in
SC . Therefore, KC SC
and KC SC
. In SC , colluders
2 and 3 are selected as assistants to help SC calculate fD k; l g and
SC
f ; g.
SC
f ; g, and colluders 7 and 9 are selected
\
SC
f g and
to help SC calculate fD g. In this example,
\
SC
; and KC SC
.
.
KC SC

= 12345

(

= 1 2 . . . 10
= 128
= 3
( )=1
( )
C A( )= 2
( )=0
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= 6 7 8 9 10

)=2
A( )= 23 A( )= 79
( )=1 C A ( )=

(11)
and

In (11), for
, we have

colluders in
calculate
; and
contains the indices of the assistants selected to help colluders
calculate
.
in
Let
denote the set with the indices of the selfish colluders
who collaborate with each other to avoid being detected by their
is its size.3 Among the
fellow colluders, and
selfish colluders,
of them are in subgroup
, and the other
selfish
. We have
colluders are in
and
. For frame
, we further define
as the
that are selected as assisnumber of selfish colluders in
, and
tants to help calculate
is the number of selfish colluders in
that
are selected to help calculate
. Fig. 7 gives an
example of the above defined terms.
: In this paper, we consider the
b) Analysis of
and
.
scenario where
For subgroup
, among the
selected assistants in
, if more than half of them are from
(i.e.,
), even if colluders in
apply majority vote as in Section IV-B2, the selfish colluders can still
and successfully cause
change the values of
others make detection errors when identifying selfish colluders
. Therefore, for each
using frame ; the same for subgroup
frame in the video sequence, the selfish colluders can change the
or
detection results if and only if either
. Define
as the event that in subgroup
, there are selfish colluders
, i.e.,
. We have
from

3Note that SC contains all selfish colluders who apply precollusion processing to further lower their own risk of being detected by the fingerprint detector; while
includes those who work together during the selfish colluder
identification process to avoid being detected by their fellow colluders.

SC .

C

C

and

(12)
Fig. 8(a) and (b) plots the simulation results of
with a
and
colluders, respectively. In
total of
and
be of the same size and
our simulations, we let
. From Fig. 8, selecting multiple assistants in each subgroup significantly reduces
. For example,
when 10% of the colluders are selfish colluders in , choosing
assistants from each subgroup helps lower
from 0.2
to 0.05 when compared with the scenario with
. In addiis larger when there are more selfish colluders in
.
tion,
and
: The above analysis
c) Simulation Results of
considers one frame in the video sequence. This section studies
the performance of the proposed algorithm when the detection
results from all frames are jointly considered to identify selfish
colluders.
We test on the first 300 frames of sequence carphone, and our
simulation setup is the same as that in Section III-C2. Human
visual model based spread spectrum embedding [18] is used to
embed fingerprints into the host signal, and orthogonal fingerprints are assigned to different users. During precollusion proin (1) such that the newly
cessing, selfish colluders select
generated frames have PSNR of 40 dB when compared with the
originally received ones. Each selfish colluder processes his/her
copy independently.
For each frame in the video sequence, each subgroup seassistants to help the other subgroup calculate
lects
, and they apply majority vote to identify the selfish
colluders. We assume that if selected as assistants to help cal, honest colluders tell other colluders correct
culate
values of
. We further assume that
, and all
selfish colluders who apply precollusion processing collaborate
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D k; l
KC KC=

SC make errors when detecting selfish behavior. (a) The
KC is the number of selfish colluders in C . The results

Fig. 8. Probability that a group of selfish colluders modify the values of f ~ ( )g and colluders in
= 50. (b)
=
=
2. In the axis,
= 150. We let
total number of colluders is
are based on 4000 simulation runs.

KC

P

KC

P

KC

x

KC

KC

KC

KC

KC=

Fig. 9. Simulation results of
and
on the first 300 frames of sequence carphone. (a)
=
=
2,
= 50 and (b)
= 150. We let
is the number of selfish colluders in
.
= 3 assistants are selected from each subgroup to help calculate f ~ ( )g, and colluders apply majority
and
vote when identifying selfish colluders. = 0 85. The results are based on 4000 simulation runs.

KC

C m
:

with each other to prevent being detected by other fellow colluders. If a selfish colluder in subgroup
is selected to help
calculate
, we assume that
colluders in
changes the histogram of
such that none
can be detected. In addition,
of the selfish colluders in
randomly selects an honest colluder
, and change the
so that Algorithm 1 falsely identivalues of
as selfish. This is similar to that in Fig. 6(c). Same for
fies
. The threshold in (10) is set to 0.85.
selfish colluders in
Based on 4000 simulation runs, Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the
and
colluders,
simulation results with
respectively. From Fig. 9, if less than 15% of the colluders
%, the proposed autonomous
are selfish, i.e.,
selfish colluder identification algorithm can correctly identify
% and when
is
all selfish colluders. When
increases quickly as the total number
larger than
of selfish colluders grows. In addition, Figs. 8 and 9 show that
the performance of our proposed algorithm depends on the per, but not the total number
centage of selfish colluders
.
of colluders
The false alarm probability
depends on how selfish
. In our simulations, when the selfish
colluders change
colluders are selected to help calculate
, they randomly
choose one honest colluder and accuse him/her as selfish. In all

D k; l

our 4000 simulation runs, as shown in Fig. 9, the proposed algorithm does not falsely accuse any honest colluders, even when
there are a large number of selfish colluders who cooperate with
each other to manipulate the detection results. This is because,
majority vote and joint consideration of the detection results
from all video frames help honest colluders easily correct this
false alarm detection error. In another scenario where selfish
colluders continuously compromise the same colluder in
whenever possible, the false alarm rate
will be similar to
the miss detection rate
.
C. Resistance to Framing Attacks
In addition to actively manipulate the detection results, colluders can also passively attack the autonomous selfish colluder
identification algorithm. The purpose of this passive attack is not
to change the detection results but to access fingerprinted coefficients in others’ copies and frame other colluders. This section
analyzes the resistance of the autonomous selfish detection and
identification scheme to such framing attacks. We use the term
“framing colluders” to denote colluders who try to access fingerprinted coefficients in others’ copies and frame other colluders.
Note that framing colluders can be selfish colluders who process
their copies before collusion, and it is also possible that framing
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2 Ass (SC ); n = 1; . . . ; m. m = 3. (Left): L = (1=2)N . (Right): L = (1=4)N .

Fig. 11. Example to illustrate the terms defined in Section IV-C3a.
In this example, there are ten colluders and SC = f1; 2; . . . ; 10g.
SC = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and SC = f6; 7; 8; 9; 10g. C = f3; 6; 10g
includes all the framing colluders and KC = 3. Among these three framing
colluders, colluder 3 is in SC and colluders 6 and 10 are in SC . In this
example, KC (SC ) = 1 and KC (SC ) = 2. In SC , colluders 2 and 4
are selected as the assistants and A (SC ) = f2; 4g. A (SC ) = f6; 8g,
and colluders 6 and 8 are selected as assistances. C \ A (SC ) = ; and
KC (SC ) = 0. C \ A (SC ) = f6g and KC (SC ) = 1.

colluders honestly report their received fingerprinted copies but
want to access fingerprinted coefficients in others’ copies.
1) A Group of Framing Colluders: During the autonomous
selfish colluder detection and identification in Section IV-A2,
every colluder processes and encrypts his/her fingerprinted
copy using two different keys. Any other single colluder has
at most one key. Therefore, it prohibits a single framing colwith one
luder from accessing others’ copies, and
single framing colluder. However, it is possible that a group
of framing colluders work collaboratively to access others’
knows
fingerprinted copies. For example, in Fig. 5,
and
has key
. If
and
collaborate, they can
decrypt
and access the fingerprinted
. Let
denote the set containing the incoefficients in
dices of framing colluders working together to access others’
copies. In this paper, we consider the scenario where there are
only a limited number of framing colluders and the size of
is small.
2) Non-Overlapping Content to Each Assistant: To lower
and minimize the framing colluders’ chance of successfully accessing others’ copies, one possible solution is, for each selected
, every colluder in
transmits only part of
assistant in
his/her fingerprinted frame, instead of the entire one. Thus, if
is selected to help calonly one of the framing colluders in
culate the MSE between different copies, they can only decrypt
part of the fingerprinted copies; and decrypting the entire fingerprinted frames requires that multiple framing colluders are
selected as assistants.
is
Assume that the th fingerprinted frame from
. Same as in
Section IV-B, for each frame , the colluders first divide

and
themselves into two non-overlapping subgroups
. Then, colluders in
are selected as assistants, and
is the set containing their
:
indices. For colluders in
• they first randomly shuffle the vector
, and
is the returned shuffled
for
,
vector. Here,
if
.
and
• For each
, let
, where
. Fig. 10 shows examples of
for each
with
. For
where
and
are of the same length .
, every colluder
in
se• For each
, processes and encrypts
lects
in the same way as in Section IV-B2, and then trans.
mits it to
corresponds to a random partitioning.
Note that
repeat the same process: generate a shuffled
Colluders in
vector , select
for each assistant
, and
transmits the encrypted version of
to
. Finally, colluders follow the same procedure
as in Section IV-B2 to detect and identify selfish colluders.
3) Performance Analysis: In this section, we first calculate
defined in (5) for the autonomous selfish colluder detection
and identification algorithm. We then quantify its robustness
against framing attacks and evaluate the maximum number of
framing colluders that the autonomous selfish colluder detection and identification algorithm can withstand.
a) Terminology Definition: Assume that there are
and
colluders in subgroup
and
, respectively,
is the number of framing colluders. Among
and
the
framing colluders,
of
and the other
them are in subgroup
are in
. We have
and
. We further deas the number of framing
fine
calculate
colluders that are selected to help colluders in
, and
is the
number of framing colluders that are selected to help colluders
calculate the MSE between different copies. Fig. 11
in
gives an example of the above defined terms.
b) Analysis of : In this paper, we consider the scenario
and
. We consider two
where
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scenarios:
where every colluder in
transmits
his/her entire fingerprinted frame to all the selected assistants
, and
where colluders in
only gives
in
part of his/her copy to each assistant in
.
In this scenario, for each frame in the video
i)
receives the entire fingersequence, an assistant in
. If both
and
printed frame from each colluder in
contain framing colluders in
(i.e.,
and
), and if at least one framing color
luder is selected as the assistant (i.e.,
), then the framing colluders are able to
obtain both keys and access others’ fingerprinted coefficients.
They can generate a new frame of high quality that does
not contain any information of their own fingerprints. Recall
is the set including all the indices of the fingerthat
that
could access. Define
printed coefficients in
, and
.
Therefore, we have (13), shown at the bottom of the page. For
, let
denote the event
that of the framing colluders are in
. For
and
, we
have

and

(14)
ii)
We use
as an example to analyze the performance of the selfish colluder detection and
identification algorithm. The analysis for
is similar and omitted here. From Fig. 10(b), if
for any
where
.
for any
Similarly,
where
.
framing colluders in
For each frame , among all the
, assume that
of them are selected to help colluders in
calculate
, and
of the framing colluders in
are selected to help colluders in
calculate
. By
combining all the decrypted fingerprinted coefficients that they
have, we can show that the following holds:

(15)
Therefore, we have (16), shown at the bottom of the page, where
and
are the same as in (14).
Fig. 12 shows the simulation results of when takes difcolluders, and
ferent values. There are a total of
with
. From Fig. 12, transmitting only part of the fingerprinted frames to each selected assistant can significantly reduce and help improve the robustness
against framing attacks. For example, with
equals to 50% when
and is reduced to 15% if

where

if

(13)

(16)
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= 150

Fig. 12.
when L takes different values. There are a total of KC
KC
KC= , and m
. Simulation results are based
colluders, KC
on 4000 simulation runs.

=

=

2

=3

. In addition,
has a smaller value when there are
fewer framing colluders in
.
From Fig. 12, has a smaller value when decreases and,
and resist
therefore, a smaller is preferred to minimize
framing attacks. On the other hand, for each assistant
has to be long enough such that given
that are received from
, Algorithm 1 can correctly detect
. We use the second frame
and identify selfish colluders in
in the carphone sequence an example, and assume that 10 out
150 colluders are selfish who process their fingerprinted copies
to generate new
before collusion. They select the parameter
frames with PSNR 45 dB. When
and
do not overlap, and Algorithm 1 can accurately identify all ten selfish colluders. With
and
, the overlap ratio defined in (6) are 14.54% and
34.24%, respectively, and Algorithm 1 starts to make detection
errors. Thus, a larger should be used to ensure the accuracy
of Algorithm 1. To address this tradeoff, for the example in
with
is often preferred, that is,
Fig. 12,
or
.
c) Resistance to Framing Attacks: In this section, we quantify the robustness of the selfish colluder identification algorithms against framing attacks. For any fingerprinted copy, given
the requirement that framing colluders can access no more than
percent of the fingerprinted coefficients, i.e.,
, we define
, which is the maximum
number of framing colluders that it can resist.
versus
when takes
Fig. 13 plots the ratio
and
different values. In Fig. 13, the two subgroups
are of the same size
, and there are
assistants
. From Fig. 13, with
selected in each subgroup. We let
hundreds of colluders, if no more than 5% of them are framing
colluders, then others can be sure that the framing colluders can
access no more than 10% of the fingerprinted coefficients in
does not exceed 10% of the total number of
their copies. If
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C

that the autonomous
Fig. 13. Maximum number of framing colluders in
selfish colluder detection and identification process can resist. We let KC
KC
KC= ; m
and L
N = .

=

2

=3

=

3

=

colluders, then the framing colluders can access less than 20%
of the fingerprinted coefficients in others’ copies.
D. Autonomous Selfish Colluder Detection and Identification
Process
To summarize, in peer-structured colluder social networks,
the key steps in the autonomous selfish colluder detection and
identification process are: for each frame in the video sequence:
Step 1) Grouping: Colluders randomly divide themand
with
selves into two subgroups
and
.
colluders in
A total of
, are randomly selected to calculate
for colluders in
. Similarly,
randomly select
assistants
colluders in
to help colluders in
calculate
.
Step 2) Encryption: Assume that
is a key that is
. For each selected asshared by colluders in
, every colluder
in
sistant
generates a secret key
shared with
.
For each
, colluders in
follow
the same procedure as in Section IV.C.2 to generate
. Then, every colluder
in
selects
, processes and encrypts it with Key
and
, respectively,
in the same way as in Section IV.A.2. Finally,
transmits the encrypted
to
. Colluders in
follow the same procedure, process and encrypt
their fingerprinted copies, and transmit them to the
.
corresponding assistants in
: After decrypting the bit
Step 3) Calculation of
,
streams received from all colluders in
each selected assistant
follows the same procedure in Section IV-A1 to
calculate
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, and broadcasts the
together with his/her
results to colluders in
digital signature. Each selected assistant
in
repeats the same process to help colcalculate
.
luders in
Step 4) Selfish Colluder Detection and Identification:
in
, given
For every honest colluder
received from the selected
follows Step
assistant
4 in Section IV.A.2 and sets
if Algorithm 1 outputs
as a selfish
colluder. Otherwise,
. Then for
in
combines the
every colluder
detection results
, conas a potential selfish colluder and sets
siders
if
. Other.
wise,
combines the detection
Finally, each colluder
results from all frames in the video sequence and outputs the estimated selfish colluder set
where
is a predeexclude those
termined threshold. Then, colluders in
identified selfish colluders from collusion.
From the analysis in Section IV-B3, the above autonomous
selfish colluder detection and identification process can accurately identify selfish colluders without false accusing others
when there are limited number of selfish colluders. From
Section IV-C3, the above algorithm also helps resist framing
attacks and prevent colluders from accessing the fingerprinted
coefficients in others’ copies when the number of framing
colluders is small.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper studies human dynamics in video sharing social
networks and provides a case study of misbehavior detection
and forensics in multiuser collusion attacks against video
fingerprinting. When there exist selfish colluders who process
their fingerprinted copies before collusion to further lower their
own risk, this paper investigates possible strategies to detect
and identify these selfish colluders, and analyzes the impact of
network structures on misbehavior detection and identification.
We also evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms
and analyze their resistance against framing attacks.
We first consider the centralized colluder social networks
where there exists a ringleader whom all colluders can trust,
and we propose an algorithm where the trusted ringleader helps
detect and identify selfish colluders. The trusted ringleader
calculates the difference between fingerprinted copies from different colluders, and the colluders analyze the histogram of this
difference to detect precollusion processing and identify selfish
colluders. We show that the proposed scheme can accurately
identify selfish colluders without falsely accusing others even
and
overlap. The proposed
if
algorithm also protects the fingerprinted coefficients in all
copies and prevents colluders from framing each other.

We then consider the peer structure where there does not exist
such a trusted ringleader, and we propose an autonomous algorithm where colluders help each other detect precollusion processing and identify selfish colluders. In this scenario, all the
fingerprinted copies have to be processed and encrypted appropriately during selfish colluder detection to prevent framing
attacks. From our analytical and simulation results, when detecting selfish behavior, the proposed algorithm can accurately
identify selfish colluders even if a small group of selfish colluders collaborate with each other to change the detection results. We also evaluate its antiframing performance, and quantify the maximum number of framing colluders that it can resist.
Our results show that framing colluders can access no more than
10% of the fingerprinted coefficients in others’ copies, if the
number of framing colluders does not exceed 5% of the total
number of colluders.
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